FIRST TIME PARENTS ARE SPENDING MORE THAN THREE BILLION POUNDS ON BABY GEAR EVERY
YEAR, WITH MORE THAN HALF ENDING UP IN DEBT!

A nationwide study released in time for British Savings Week (16th - 22nd September), has found that
UK parents spend an average of £10,000 on baby prep/first year of life costs, adding up to more
than THREE BILLION POUNDS spent on first babies alone EACH YEAR.
Shockingly, a whopping 90 percent of parents admitted they’d overspent on baby goods, with
an average £5,567 wasted in total. That’s £1.7billion wasted each year by British parents on items
that were either not used at all, or not enough to warrant the amount spent!
And with some parents admitting to spending as much as a brand-new Ford Focus* it’s no surprise
that more than half (56 percent) of new mums and dads go into debt due to unforeseen or
unplanned costs associated with their first baby.
The research, commissioned by Ergobaby UK, found that three quarters (73 percent) of British
mums and dads were unprepared for how expensive a baby could be, with almost a quarter (22
percent) admitting they had absolutely no idea how much cash they’d have to splash on their
new arrival.
In fact, a third of new parents admit they didn’t set any kind of budget for baby-related items,
and costs spiraled out of control, with more than a quarter (26 percent) claiming it was the most
expensive year of their life.
One in ten confessed they splashed out to keep up with friends and family in terms of their baby
purchases, while six percent admitted they felt they had to keep up with the online Jones’s emulating the lifestyle of social media influencer and celebrity parents.
More than a third (36 percent) of new parents think there is too much pressure out there to buy
‘stuff’ for your new baby that you don’t really need.
The study also found that more than eight in 10 new parents (86 percent) admitted they’d felt
stressed out by just how much they had to spend on their new baby, and a staggering 94 percent
believe it costs more to have a baby these days than for their parents’ generation.
Two thirds said this was because everything was more expensive nowadays, while more than half
(54 percent) said there was far more ‘stuff’ for babies out there to buy than in the past. And four
in ten believe social media puts pressure on new parents to fork out unnecessarily.
When it comes to how new parents try to cut costs, 60 percent spend less on themselves than they
had in the past, and almost half (49 percent) save money by stopping treats like eating out. 37
percent give up luxury food and beauty items, and a third (34 percent) hold off from holidaying
in a bid to save pennies.

62 percent of parents made savings on baby gear by searching around to get the best price on
items, while 45 percent use sites like eBay, Facebook Marketplace and Gumtree to score a deal
on second-hand equipment.
41 percent borrow items from family and friends, and 23 percent of new mums and dads even
borrow money from family to meet the costs of their baby. The same number (23 percent) have
been forced to take on extra shifts at work to make ends meet and 28 percent rely on credit cards
to make their purchases.
Amanda Loveday, Marketing Manager at Ergobaby UK said “these results show a clear desire
amongst British parents for quality products which stand the test of time. We’ve launched a tenyear guarantee on our wraps and carriers, to ensure peace of mind for all parents purchasing our
products that their money is being well spent.
The ErgoPromise formalises what parents have known for years, the quality of Ergobaby carriers
mean that they can still be relied upon even after years of use. A baby carrier that has
experienced a lot, and endured even more, becomes an heirloom - carrying each family baby
when their time comes.”
The study found that 83 percent of new parents said they would prefer to invest in quality products
that had long-lasting guarantees to ensure they could be used again for potential new siblings,
rather than items that would only last for one baby.
When it comes to what parents consider when buying baby items, top of the list is quality (67
percent), followed closely by value for money (66 percent). Lifespan (52 percent), ease of use (52
percent) and whether it’s eco-friendly (18 percent) also made the list.
It seems that hindsight is a great thing, with 27 percent of parents claiming they spent far less on
their second child, and not just because they had a lot of gear already.
Yet the research found that as many as 64 percent of parents had thought twice about having a
second child because of the cost of the first.
For more information, images and samples please contact Wild Card PR
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- ENDS WHAT PARENTS SPEND ON THEIR FIRST BABY (UP TO 1 YEAR OLD) ON AVERAGE:
£610 - nappies
£430 - baby hygiene products like wipes
£997 - baby clothes
£223 - baby carrier/s
£637 – buggy/ies
£134 – gadgets

£344 - car seat/s
£383 - toys and books
£411 - decorating nursery
£582 - bedroom furniture
£132 - baby monitor
£172 - baby bedding
£200 - other sleep products (swaddlers, moses basket etc.)
£354 - feeding equipment like sterilisers
£1.192 - baby formula and food
£321 - baby groups and activity sessions
£1,582 - childcare
£156 - maternity clothes
£705 - other items
TOTAL: £9,565

About Ergobaby
Founded in 2003, Ergobaby is dedicated to building a global community of confident parents with
smart, ergonomic solutions that enable and encourage bonding between parents and babies.
The Ergobaby brand was launched by mother and clothing designer Karin Frost. Living in Maui she
was searching for a baby carrier that would allow her to enjoy her active outdoor lifestyle and
daily routine without having to sacrifice precious bonding time.
After trying seven different carriers with varying degrees of success, Karin developed her own soft
structured carrier. With that early design, she went on to influence the safety standards by which
all carriers are now made and to revolutionize the way babies are carried.
Today Ergobaby offers a broad range of award-winning baby carriers, swaddlers, nursing pillows,
strollers and sleep products, that fit into families’ daily lives seamlessly, comfortably and safely.
About the ErgoPromise 10-year Guarantee on baby carriers
The ErgoPromise 10-Year Guarantee covers all baby carriers (including wraps) bought in the UK
and manufactured in 2017 and after and provides a limited Guarantee against defects with the
baby carrier such as issues with the materials used or the production and workmanship used to
create the baby carrier. If any such issues arise in the 10 years after you purchase the baby carrier,
Ergobaby will provide a replacement part or replacement baby carrier. Please note Ergobaby will
have sole discretion to decide whether to provide you with a replacement part or a full
replacement baby carrier.
The ErgoPromise 10-Year Guarantee does not cover damage caused by normal wear and tear,
accident (including lost/stolen products), improper care or cleaning, non-standard usage, misuse
or negligence, or the natural breakdown of colours and materials over extended time and use.
Only original, unaltered and unmodified baby carriers and workmanship are covered.

Applicable products eligible for this warranty are covered only as to the original owner, product
must be purchased from an authorised Ergobaby seller, and must be returned to Ergobaby along
with proof of purchase for an evaluation.
This guarantee applies to baby carriers originally purchased from an authorized Ergobaby seller,
and to claim under the guarantee the baby carrier must be returned to Ergobaby along with
proof of purchase for an evaluation.
For more information visit https://ergobaby.co.uk/warranty.

* www.ford.co.uk estimated price of Ford Focus (£18,454) versus maximum baby-goods spend of
£18,182 generated by study.

